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INTRODUCTION* It! can! be! said! that! people! today! live! in! a! network! civilization! where! technology! has! made! increasingly! more! information! available! through! the! Internet! (Rust! &! Espinoza,! 2006).! The! most!common!daily!activity!among!Swedish!Internet!users!according!to!a!recently!conducted! report! (Findahl,! 2011) ! is! the! sending! of! e<mails.! By! using! the! Internet! and! e<mails! as! a! marketing!channel,!geographical!location!is!no!longer!an!issue!for!marketers,!since!people!and! companies! all! over! the! world! can! be! easily! reached! at! a! lower! cost! than! offline! marketing! techniques! (Gordon! &! De! Lima<Turner,! 1997) .! In! the! US,! research! indicated! that! 60%! of! American!companies!increased!their!e<mail!marketing!budget!for!2012!(marketingcharts.com,! 2012b;!Strongmail,!2011)!and!this!is!expected!to!continue!in!the!future! (Anon,!2013) .!Spending! this! amount! of! money! makes! it! important! that! the! message! is! read! by! the! receiver,! and! that! action!is!forthcoming!based!on!the!message!received.! ! Research! has! been! conducted! on! the! subject! of! attitudes! towards! marketing! as! early! as! the! 1930s! (Xiaoli,! 2006) Research!that!has!been!undertaken!in!this!context!has!focused!on!the!B2C!marketing,!but!little! research!has!been!done!in!the!B2B!context!as!decision<makers!in!organisations!have!not!been! the!focus!of!the!research.!Consequently,!the!study!seeks!to!investigate!the!attitudes!of!decision< makers!in!the!Swedish!manufacturing!sector!towards!this!form!of!marketing!communication.! ! This!paper!will!start!out!by!examining!the!theory!that!explains!attitudes!and!the!nature!of!e< mail! marketing! and! then! discuss! the! methods! used! in! the! study.! The! findings! as! well! as! the! implications!and!conclusions!will!be!presented.! ! THE*RESEARCH*PROBLEM*AND*RESEARCH*OBJECTIVES* Radicati!Group!(2013)!estimated!that!182.9!billion!e<mails!were!sent!and!received!in!2013,!of! which!100.5!billion!were!business!e<mails.!According!to!the!IRM!report!(2011),!companies!in! Sweden!spent!approximately!SEK!40!million!in!2012!on!e<mail!marketing,!so!there!is!still!a!vast! amount! of! money! spent! on! e<mail! marketing! each! year! by! these! companies.! According! to! Forrester! (2011),! attitudes! toward! e<mail! marketing! have! improved! over! the! last! few! years! with! the! number! of! e<mails! being! deleted! without! being! read! down! from! 73%! to! 59%.! Organisations! send! marketing! messages! to! clients! and! prospective! clients! to! advertise! products! and! services,! but! the! question! remains:! how! are! these! e<mails! received?! A! vast! amount!of!money!is!spent!by!organisations!on!sending!these!e<mails,!but!what!are!the!attitudes! of!the!recipients!to!these!e<mails?!What!do!the!recipients!of!e<mails!think!and!feel!when!they! receive!advertising!e<mails?!! ! The! purpose! of! this! paper! is! to! analyse! attitudes! of! decision<makers! in! the! Swedish! manufacturing! industry! regarding! B2B! e<mail! marketing! and! the! e<mail! marketing! messages! they!receive.!The!analysis!will!investigate!the!components!of!attitudes,!as!well!as!determining! whether!any!specific!demographic!factors!influence!the!attitudes!towards!e<mail!marketing.! * LITERATURE*AND*HYPOTHESIS*DEVELOPMENT* The*Nature*Of*E?Mail*Marketing** E<mail!marketing!can!be!regarded!as!the!promoting!of!products!or!e<mails!through!the!use!of! e<mail' (Marketing!Terms,!2012) .!It!is!used!to!get!consumers'!attention!to!one's!product,!service! or!need!and!ultimately!to!get!them!to!act!in!a!specific!way.!E<mail!marketing!has!a!number!of! advantages! that! other! marketing! methods! do! not! offer.! The! main! advantage! of! using! e<mail! marketing! is! that! it! is! very! cost! effective! and! exceptionally! easy! to! customise! and! target! ( ' DecisionMmakers' in' Swedish' organisation' have' positive' attitudes' towards' eMmail' marketing' messages.' ' Mean!scores!were!calculated!to!determine!the!attitudes!towards!e<mail!marketing!messages!as! well!as!on!the!individual!determinants.!The!mean!attitude!score!is!negative,!as!are!the!scores! on!each!of!the!dimensions!associated!with!attitudes!(the!ABC!components).! ! 
